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Through out the night, the constellations, Have given light from various stations, Give light from various stations. Light from various stations.
When midnight gloom falls on all nations, we will resume our occupations.

Our light, it's true, is not worth mention; what our occupations.

When midnight gloom falls on all nations, we will resume our occupations.

Our light, it's true, is not worth mention; what
can we do to gain attention. When night and noon, night and noon with vulgar glaring A

gain attention.
gain attention.
gain attention.
gain attention.

A great big moon is always glaring. A great big moon is always glaring. A great big moon is always glaring. Through-
Throughout the night, the constellations have given light from various stations.
When midnight gloom falls on all nations, We will resume our occupations.

Our light, it's true, is not worth mention; What